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external pressure, which hardly ever relaxed, caused a state
of continuous strain upon all the resources of the Empire;
thus to develop and control all these resources the establish-
ment of the administrative system with its countless bureau-
crats was in its turn a necessity. However, the maintenance
of this bureaucracy, together with the defence of the Empire
and the expense of a magnificent Court, entailed a con-
siderable drain on the finances and was partly responsible for
the fact that an inexorable fiscal policy, with all its conse-
quences, gave the State its particular character.
In order to protect the Emperor from a dangerous rivalry,
which could have arisen if great military and civil power had
been combined in one person, civil and military authority were
completely separated. The division of large provinces into
small administrative districts served the same purpose, and
the governor profited by this arrangement, as he was able to
manage his judicial and administrative work with greater
efficiency. Several provinces formed a diocese, several
dioceses formed a prefecture. There were two prefectures in
the Eastern half of the Empire: Oriens with five dioceses
(comprising the Asiatic territory, Egypt, and Thrace), and
Illyricum with two dioceses (comprising the rest of the Balkan
peninsula as far as the Danube). To the Praetorian Prefect,
now the highest civil official, fell the supervision of the
administration and an extensive jurisdiction, which func-
tioned as the highest court of appeal. He exercised supreme
authority over the police, and, above all, controlled the
administration of the important land tax, the annona^ from
the revenue of which he had to pay the salaries of the
officials and the soldiers, and to feed the army. The dioceses
were under the control of the representatives of the Prefect,
the vicarii) who could also report directly to the Emperor,
while an appeal lay from their decisions to the Emperor's
court. Similarly the Emperor was in direct communication
with the vicarii and with the provincial governors, and sent
special deputies to inspect the administration when the
necessity arose. In this way a system of mutual control was
established: such a system, it was true, might produce dis-
putes between rival authorities through overlapping of their
spheres of duty or from questions of precedence, but this the

